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01.
ABOUT ME
A brand storyteller and marketer, I specialize in
writing, leadership, and content creation,
always with a focus on creativity. From creative
brief through to measurable results, my role
requires constant innovation, bold risk-taking,
and business acumen. I create full-scale
marketing strategies for businesses across
many verticals. Having spoken at events locally
and internationally, I relish bringing unique
ﬁndings to an audience. My emphasis on
powerful brand storytelling and innovative
culture drive a growth mindset throughout my
team. Finding the story in a brand, a
movement, a life, is my passion.

VALUES

A

C

Creativity is the
cornerstone of good work.

Communication should be
ongoing and transparent.

B

D

The work must be of
uncompromising quality,
and provide incredible
value.

Passion must be present,
in the work and in the
process.

”

“Marketing is about spreading ideas, and
spreading ideas is the single most
important output of our civilization.”

—SETH GODIN

MY EXPERIENCE
Rock & Bloom

Brand Strategist;
Consultant

Vendasta

2017 - Present

2013 - Present

2013 - 2017

Developing and implementing full-scale
marketing strategies from creative brief
through to measurement. Building
meaningful brands that acquire, retain, and
grow customers.

From multi-location brands to agencies, large
companies to the pizza shop on the corner, I
create and reimagine brands. Digital
marketing strategy, business plans, content
blueprint and creation, writing, production,
brand voice — whatever the situation
necessitates.

Leading a team and the inbound digital
marketing strategy. Curating content for all
internal and external channels while generating
demand for the software. Creating positive team
environment that drives a culture of inspiration,
productivity, and contentment.

02.

Lakeland Log Homes & Timber Products

MY WORK

Having been in business for more than 30 years,
Lakeland has seen huge changes — in the company,
the homebuilding landscape, and beyond. They
needed their brand and website to tell that story in a
compelling way.
Brand identity, brand sprint, website, marketing strategy

Visit Website

02.

CanMar Foods | International Brand Video

MY WORK

As international sales skyrocketed, CanMar needed an eﬀective,
scalable way to explain their brand story and process. This video
illustrates CanMar’s vertical integration with their own farms, and
highlights their proprietary production process. CanMar is found on
shelves all over the world, from the UAE to China, Mexico to North
America. I wrote this script to be memorable while creating a sense of
comfort and familiarity for suppliers. From creating a shot list and
itinerary to keeping the crew on track to working with locations, this
video came together seamlessly. The CanMar team was thrilled with
the deliverable. Leading the charge is CEO Myles Hamilton, who has
years of experience in consumer packaged goods with Frito-Lay and
Spitz. My involvement:
Script writing, shot list, storyboarding, hiring and directing actors,
producing, script and continuity supervising, post-production feedback

Visit Website

02.

Pad to Pad Real Estate | Listing Presentation

MY WORK

Derek Kaiser has consistently ranked among the top
3% in sales for Royal Lepage in the GTA. He needed a
listing presentation that reﬂects his expertise and has
a contemporary feel.

Brand strategy, listing presentation

02.

Lakeland | Distributor Proposal

MY WORK

Canadian-based builder and manufacturer of log homes
and timber products. By practicing sustainable logging,
using all wood harvested from crown land. Lakeland
supports local communities through their labour pool,
and their aging process ensures the highest quality
product. They needed a distributor proposal to get
partners on board, and sell their milled log packages far
beyond Saskatchewan’s borders.
Distributor proposal

02.
MY WORK
Chelsea is an artist. Because this is the
primary element of her personality and
her brand, her website couldn’t be the
same as every other photographer. The
design needed to be intuitive, the
images central, the copy emotional.
Visit Chelsea’s site. You’ll feel like
you’re truly connecting with her.
Brand identity, website, marketing strategy

02.
MORE WORK
●
●
●
●
●
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●
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Ranco
Gossner Productions
Filosophi, Wise Cuisine
Rock & Bloom
BeezNeez
Mienergy
Compass Hail Insurance
Explore more at nykeamariebehiel.com

MANY

THANKS!
nykeamarie@gmail.com
+1.306.716.3780
nykeamariebehiel.com
Thank you so much for considering me for your project!
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